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Summary. In this paper, the displacement of a point on a rigid body which moves from one spatial posi- 
tion to another is considered by the concept of screw matrix. Since there are oo a possible screws to achieve 
such displacement, using Parkin's definition (measure) for pitch, one can represent this infinite set of 
screws as a 4-system of screws. This has been demonstrated by Huang and Roth by the use of screw tri- 
ang!Le [1]. In this paper, however, without any assumption for the expression of pitch we ask the question 
that whether there exist different appropriate measure of pitch other than Parkin's such that all the avail- 
able: finite screws also form a 4-system. In fact by the use of screw matrix concept, a general expression of 
the pitch is derived so that the screws realize the stated displacement form a 4-system. It is shown that 
Parldn's pitch, plus an arbitrary constant, is the only appropriate measure of pitch. To arrive at this con- 
clusion, a special coordinate system is selected. This selection of the coordinate system also makes it 
possible to yield several new geometrical properties of the set of oc 3 screws. 

1 Introduction 

The displacement  of  a rigid body in space can be described uniquely as the combinat ion  of  a 

ro ta t ion  (angle) about  and a t ransla t ion along a unique screw axis. In this displacement the 

rat io of  the t ransla t ion to the ro ta t ion is called the cardinal  pitch of  the finite screw [2]. The 

screw displacement  is usually referred to as finite twist displacement [1]. The mathemat ical  

counterpar t  of  a physical  screw which would produce a specified spatial  displacement of  a 

rigid body  is the screw matrix.  Beggs [3] has derived an expression for the screw matr ix  by the 

use of  two different coordinate  systems. However  the expression given appears  to be rather  a 

complicated 4 x 4 matr ix  which does not  exhibit any immediate  clues about  the physical  pro-  

perties of  the screw. Ramahi  and Tokad  [4] have introduced a simple and compact  expression 

for a screw matr ix  expressed in a single fixed coordinate  system. 

As it is known, the finite displacement  of  a rigid body can be represented completely by 

six independent  parameters .  When  less parameters  are specified, the displacement of  the rigid 

body is called incompletely specified displacement  [1]. The finite displacements of  a line with a 

point,  a line, and a point  in a rigid body are all incompletely specified displacements. Indeed, 

only five, four and three independent  parameters  are sufficient to specify, respectively, the dis- 

placements of  a line with a point,  a line, and a point  in a rigid body. Transformat ion  matrices 

associated with the representat ion of  these displacements involve, respectively, one, two and 

three free parameters .  Hence, there are 001, oc 2 and oc a available screws to perform these dis- 

placements.  Previously, Tsai and Ro th  [5] have studied all possible screws associated with the 

incompletely specified displacements of  a line with a point,  a line only, a point,  and a point  

on a plane. They have investigated these problems based on the concept  of  the screw triangle 
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[2]-[6]. Sticher [7], by choosing a special coordinate system, has derived the finite screw cylin- 
droid associated with the displacement of  a directed line with a point on it. He followed a geo- 

metric approach different than that in [5]. Until recently, it was believed that  finite twists did 

not have linear properties. Later  Parkin [8] has defined a new pitch for a finite screw as the 
ratio of  one-half  the translation to the tangent of  one-half  the rotation, and has shown that  

under his new definition of  pitch the finite screw cylindroid can be represented by the linear 

combinations of  two bases screws. In other words, Parkin 's  works shows, under his definition 

of  pitch, that  all available finite screws for displacing a line with a point form a vector space, 

namely, a 2-system of screws. Although Parkin states the expression of  pitch without any rea- 
soning, he shows that  this new definition of  pitch constitutes a sufficient condition for the exi- 
stence of  a 2-system which is embedded in the finite screw cylindroid. Huang  and Roth  [1] by 

using Parkin 's  definition of pitch, studied the screw systems for the incompletely specified dis- 
placement problems tackled originally by Tsai and Roth  [5]. In particular, they have shown 
that  with the use of  Parkin 's  pitch, any of  the o02 possible screws for the displacement of  a 

line in a rigid body cannot be expressed as a linear combinat ion of three bases screws. On the 

other hand, they derived an explicit analytical expressions for a 2-system and 4-system of  

screws corresponding, respectively, to the displacements of  a line with a point, and a point of  
a rigid body. Huang  and Chen [9], by using Parkin 's  definition of  pitch again, derived the 

linear representation of the screw triangle. Using this linear representation for the screw trian- 
gle, they also performed the finite kinematics analysis of  multi-link serial chains to demon-  
strate a unification of  finite and infinitesimal kinematics. Ramahi  and Tokad  [4], by introdu- 

cing a simplified version for a screw matrix and using Parkin 's  definition of  pitch, have 
obtained a simplified analytical expression for the 2-system of  screws resides on the finite 
screw cylindroid. Ramahi  and Tokad  [10] also have shown that  Parkin 's  pitch, plus an arbi- 

trary constant  which may  be taken as zero, is the only appropriate  measure (expression) of  
pitch under which the finite screw cylindroid forms a 2-system. Hence, Parkin 's  pitch is suffi- 
cient, however it may  be considered as a special case of  the general form given in [10]. Finally, 

Ramahi  and Tokad  [11] have extended their approach to derive an expression for the pitch, 
which is both the necessary and sufficient condition, under which the set of  o02 screws associa- 

ted with the displacement of  a line in a moving rigid body form a 3-system. 

In this paper,  the incompletely specified displacement of  a point in a moving rigid body is 
studied based on linear algebra. Analytic descriptions of  all possible screws associated with 

the general spatial displacement of  a point in a moving rigid body are obtained. Without  loss 
of  generality, a special coordinate system is selected. With this selection, it is shown that  the 
pitch previously obtained in [10] is the only possible measure of  pitch under which the set of  
o03 screws form a 4-system. This selection of  a special coordinate system makes  it also possi- 

ble to display several new geometric properties of  the set of  ec 3 screws. 

2 Preliminary considerations 

A spatial vector a, in a fixed Cartesian coordinate system Zo, is represented by a 3 • 1 column 
matrix a or equivalently by a 3 x 3 skew symmetric matrix A. Therefore, the scalar product  
1 = _a_.b and the vector product  c = a • b of  two vectors a and _b_ are denoted in Zo by the 
respective matrix products l = a~b and e = Ab. The use of  such representation usually provi- 
des some simplifications in the establishment of  vectorial relations [12], [13]. 
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The Plucker representation of  a line L in space may be given by a 6 • 1 column matrix 

L = [n rn] T, where n and m, respectively represent the direction cosine vector of  the line with 

nrn = 1, and its moment  vector with respect to the origin of  s 

x ~  = - m .  (1) 

Where r represents the position vector of  any point on the line. Since Nn = 0 and n r N  = O, 

then we have nTm = 0 which constitutes the constraint on the pair (n, m). When the pair of  

column matrices n and m are given, satisfying the constraint n r m  = 0, then from Eq. (1) the 

position vector can be found as 

r = ,Xn + N m .  (2) 

Where t is an arbitrary real parameter, and the second term represents the perpendicular 

component,  4 • of  r with respect to n: 

<~ --= win .  (3) 

A unit screw f0 is a line with unit direction n and at a radius vector r • from the origin together 

with an associated scalar called the pitch, p, which relates the translation along and the rota- 

tion about  the screw axis. Therefore, a line alone is a screw with zero pitch. A general (roto- 

translation) screw can be represented in screw coordinates as 

fo : [n ~ m~ r : In m +Phi T (4) 

hence, with this notation we have 

r177 = N ~  ~ = N m  and p = nT)n ~ (5) 

Note that in general when t9 = 0, we have a pure rotation screw p = [. m] I~ and when p = co, 

we have a pure translation screw p = [0 n] r. 

'When a Cartesian coordinate system i7 is attached rigidly to a body and the body is rota- 

ting about  the origin of  the fixed coordinate system Zo, the displacmnent of  a point on the 

body may be determined by the coordinate transformation (rotation) matrix T which may be 

expressed by the Rodrigues formula [14], [15] 

T =  cos 0 I +  (1 - cos0) nn T + s in0N - I +  sin 0 N +  (1 - cos 0)N 2 . (6) 

in this formula, according to Euler's theorem [16], n is the direction cosine vector of  the rota- 

tion axis while 0 is the rotation angle about  this axis and I represents the unit (identity) 

matrix. T is an or thonormal  matrix. One can see easily that ( I -  T) n = 0. 

On the other hand, if ~ is not only rotating but also translating by an amount  { with 

respect to 17o, then the homogeneous transformation matrix [17], [18] of  order four is required 
to express the general displacement of  a rigid body 

However, by Chasles theorem [16], the same displacement can be obtained by a finite twist 
(combination of  rotation and translation) along a certain screw axis. The mathematical repre- 
sentation of  this equivalent finite twist is the following 4 x 4 screw matrix $ [4], [10], [11] 

$ = L 0 1 0 (8) 
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where C and A represent, respectively, the position vector of  a point on the screw axis and the 
amount  of  translation along the same axis. 

Given the pair (T, ~), the physical properties (0, n, A, (•  of  the screw can be obtained as 

[41, [10], [11] 

1 (1 - tr  T)" cos 0 = ~ 

1 
N =  2 s i n 0 ( T -  f ) ,  

(9) 

1 1 I 

where tr(.) indicates the trace of  a square matrix (.), and (s  is the vector perpendicular from 

the origin of  Zo to the screw axis. 

Note  that  successive finite twist displacements can be represented as the product  of  screw 
matrices [3]. For  instance, the product  Sa = $251 suggests that there is a single screw Pa, equi- 
valent to two corresponding screws ~Ol and go2 which are operated on E coordinate frame in 

that  order. Therefore, one may  determine the physical properties of  Pa in terms of those of  

Pl and 92. 

3 The incompletely specified finite displacement of a point in a moving rigid body 

In this section we first discuss the general displacement of  a point in a moving rigid body, 
then for the sake of further simplification of the expressions developed, a special coordinate 

system will be employed. As shown in Fig. 1, let vl and v2 be the initial and final positions of  

a point in a moving rigid body. I f  Vl and Vz represent, respectively, the position vectors of  Vl 
and v2, then the displacement of  the moving rigid body which carries vl into v2 is not unique. 

In fact there are oc a set of  screws that  can realize this displacement. We are interested in 

Z 

I ,  

Fig. 1. A general displacement of a 
point in an arbitrarily displaced 
rigid body 
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describing this set of  screws. One can consider the displacement in two steps: first, translate 
the rigid body so that  vl coincides with v;, second rotate the rigid body only about  v2 by a 

zero translation screw whose direction and angle of  rotat ion are free parameters.  Using Eq. 
(7), the displacement in the first step can be represented by homogeneous matrix H12 with 

submatrices TL9 = I and ~9~ = (v2 - vl): 

In this special case H12 actually is the screw matrix corresponding to this transformation.  

The displacement in the second step can be represented by the screw P2(,,,a) whose physi- 

cal properties are: n2(.,~)= [z ~/z] ~- (the direction cosine vector of  its axis), 02(,,,~)= a 
(the angle of  rotat ion about  this axis), A = 0 (the amount  of  translation along this 

axis) and v2 (its location). Hence f rom Eq. (8) the screw matrix corresponding to p,_)(,,,o,) 

is given by 

where 

~(.,,~) = I +  sin aN2(,,,a) + (1 - cos c~) N[(.,o:) . 

However,  the entire displacement of  the rigid body can be represented by a screw Pl(.,~/, with 
the corresponding screw matrix 

$1("u:) = $2(n <t)H12 = [ ~(,''~) ' 0 (I--T2(.,a))V2 ] [~ 1 (v2 - vi)] 1 

=[ r~/"'~/o ('-r~("'~))(~(~176 
(15) 

From the equality of  the matrices we have the relations 

T~(,,~) = T2(.,~) 

and 

Now, from the last two equations and by making use of  Eq. (8), the physical proper-  
• ties, (01(n,~), nl(.,~), Al(.~), (l(n:~)), of  the non-unique screw carrying vl in v2, will be of  the 

form 

nl(.,.,) n2(,,,~) = [z y z] ~', 

= n2(.,~)(v2 - h ) ;  

1 
4~(.,(,:) 2 tan(c~/2)N'2(.,~)[@2 - vi) - N2(.,a)(r2 + vi)] . 

(16) 
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Note that x 2 + y2 + z 2 = 1, and Eq. (16) gives the analytic description of  oc 3 set of  screws 

each realizes the same general displacement of  a point in a moving rigid body. 

At this stage, for the sake of  simplification of  the expressions in Eq. (16), a special coordi- 

nate system shown in Fig. 2 is selected. Based on this coordinate system we have 

vl = [d 0 012" and v2 = [ - d  0 0]2". Hence, expressions in Eq. (16) simplify to 

01(n,~) = c~ ; 

nl(n,cr ) = [28 y Z]2"; 
(17) 

Al(n,o.) = - 2 d x  ; 

tan 

The minus sign in the expression of  Al(n,~ ) indicates the translation of  the rigid body is in the 

opposite direction of  that of  the screw axis. 

4 S o m e  notable  geometr ical  properties of  the oo3 set of  screws 

From Eq. (17) one can deduce easily that: 

• (a) The vector C1(~,~) is perpendicular to the screw axis and lies on the O Y Z  plane. 

Therefore, the projection, nl(,,~) , Y z  of nl(,,~) on O YZ plane is also perpendicular to ~l(n,~).�9 Note 

n Yz lies in the interior of  the unit circle C in the also that a point B with the position vector 1(,,~) 

0 YZ plane. 

(b) Let the direction vector, nl(,,~) = Ix y z]2", and the rotation angle, (01(~) = ~), be 

chosen arbitrarily, then the location, ~(,,~), and the translation displacement, AI(,,~), are 

determined uniquely from Eq. (17). In this case, with x # 0, the screw axis cuts O YZ plane at 

a point {2 which is exactly the tip of  the vector ~1(,,~)" 
(c) If  we consider a point B inside the unit circle C, whose position vector corresponds to 

the projection of  nl(~,~ ) on O YZ plane, then the location of  {2 is determined by the angle 

c~(-vr < c~ < ~r). That  is, in this case, the locus of  the point Q is a straight line A passing 

through the origin. Note also that, because of  the relation x = =Fx/1 - (y~ + z2), there will be 

two screw axes passing through the point Q, these two screw axes are the mirror images of  

each other with respect to the OYZ plane. Moreover, if the point B is selected such that 
z 2 _ y2 = 1/2, then the two mirror image screw axes become perpendicular to each others 

along the line A. 
(d) If  c~ is selected, and if z 2 + y2 = a S, where 0 < a 2 _< 1, then the projection of  the screw 

axes in the O YZ plane envelopes a circle F of  radius r = ad/ tan  (c~/2) with its center at the 

origin. If  the screw is a pure rotational screw, then from Eq. (17) we have x = 0(i.e., a = 1) 
and hence the radius of  F becomes r = d~ tan (c~/2), Moreover, if c~ = -4-7r, then the radius of  

f becomes zero. 
(e) The axes of  all pure rotational screws lie in the O YZ plane. 
(f) The axes of  all pure translational screws are perpendicular to the O YZ plane. On the 

other hand, the position of  pure translational screw axes is defined by any point on the O YZ 

plane. 
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5 The representation of the set of ~ 3  screws as a 4-system 

In this section we search for a suitable expression of  pitch under which the set of  cc 3 screws 

considered above form a 4-system. F rom Eq, (4) any screw Pl(.,~) in this set can be express- 

ed as 

[31(n,a) [nl(n,a) �9 (18) = - -  Nl(, , ,a)r 4- Pl(n,a)nt(n,(~)] T . 

Substitution of the expressions of  nl(.,~) and (~.,o) from Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) gives 

f); (,,c~.) = 

tan g / 2 )  + PI(o  ) tan  (~/2) 

(19) 

Now, in order that  the screws in Eq. (18) to form a 4-system, they must be put into the follow- 

ing form (see also [1]) 

[Jl(n,a) f~(.,~)p~ 4- fb(n,a)gOb 4- f~(.,~) 4- fd(,,,~)Pd (20) 

where ]~,(.,~), fb(.,~), f~.(.,~) and fa(.,~) are scalar functions of  the free parameters  a and n, while 
P~, Pb, P,~. and fad are constant  screws. One can easily see that for the expression in Eq. (18) to 
be put into the form in Eq. (20), its explicit form given in Eq. (19) must necessary be expressed 

a s  

where 

xd  
tan + 

+ y + z tan (c~/2) 

+ y + z tan (a /2)  

(21) 

(22) 

which must  be an arbitrary real constant, hence we have 

- x d  
PI(,,,~) - tan  (c~/2~ + R .  (23) 

Considering the expression Ai(,,,~) given in Eq. (17), we finally obtain 

Ai(,,:~) 
= 2tan + n .  (24) 

The first term of  the right hand side of  Eq. (24) is exactly the definition of pitch introduced by 
Parkin. Therefore, Parkin 's  pitch, plus an arbitrary real constant R, is the only pitch under 
which the 003 set of  screws associated with the finite displacement of  a point in an arbitrarily 
displaced rigid body forms a 4-system. One can see f rom Eq. (5) and Eq. (17) that the physical 

X l properties (01(,,,~), nl(.,~), 1(.,o), (1(.,~)) of  the screw Pl(.,~) are not affected by the arbitrary 
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Fig. 2. A coord ina te  system in which 
the init ial  and  final posi t ions  of  the 
poin t  on the O X a x i s  

Fig. 3. A plot  of  W w i t h  d = 5, y = 0, z = l / x / 2  and  7r/9 < c~ _< re/4 
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Fig. 4. Plot of 14/with d = 4xf2, ~r + z 9 1/2, where - 1/~2 < 1/~/2, and a = rr/2 

constant  appear ing in the expression of  the pitch, hence the constant  R can always be taken as 

zero so that  the pi tch in Eq. (24) reduces to Parkin ' s  pitch alone. In these terms, one can state 

that  Parkin ' s  pitch is a sufficient condi t ion but  it is a special case of  the general form given in 

Eq. (24). With  R - 0, the screw given in Eq. (21) becomes 

Iil Ill Iil I ii o ~ 
~o1(~,~/= x Y 0 + ~ + t ~ n  ( ~ / 2 ~  - ' (2.5) 

The first three basis screws appear ing in Eq. (25) are zero pitch screws, and their axes are con- 

fined, respectively, in the coordinate  axes 022, 0 Y, OZ. Hence each passing through the origin 

which is the midpoin t  of  the line segment between vl and v2. However,  the fourth screw is a 

pure t ransla t ion screw whose axis is paral lel  to the line (OX) passing through v~ and v2. These 

results are in agreement  with the results previously obtained in [1]. 
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Fig. 5. A plot of Wwith d = 5, z = y, where - 1/v~ <_ y < 1/x/2, and c~ = 47r/9 

6 Numerical examples 

In  this section we show that  the lines (axes) of screws in the infini ty set of screws 

which is associated with the displacement  of a po in t  in a rigid body lie as generators 

on some ruled surfaces. By making  use of Eq. (17), these ruled surfaces W can be 

parametrized as 

W(n, 0 = (2S) + tnl(.,~) 

Where t is a real parameter. Since a single ruled surface can have two parameters, then the fol- 

lowing two cases will be considered: 

1) The unit  direction na(.,~) is taken as fixed by selecting the point  B which lies in the inter- 

ior of the uni t  circle C in the 0 Y Z  plane, while c~ changes. This case corresponds to case (c) 
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Fig. 6. A plot showing the projection of the ruled surface in Fig. 5 on O YZ plane 

in Section 4. As an example, a plot  of  W with d = 5, y = 0, z - 1/x/2 and ~r/9 _< c~ _< 7r/4 is 

shown in Fig. 3. 

2) The angle c~ is fixed while z is taken to be the function of  y, together  with the fact that  

x2 + y2 + z 2 = 1. As examples, Fig. 4 shows a plot  of  W with d = 4x/2, y2 + z 2 = 1/2, where 

- 1 / , f 2  _< y < 1/x/2, and c~ = 7r/2. Similarly, Fig. 5 shows a plot  of  W with d = 5, z = y, 

where - 1 / , / 2  < y < 1 / - /2 ,  and c~ = 4~r/9, while its project ions on the O Y Z  plane and O X Y  

plane are shown, respectively, in Figs. 6 and 7. Note  that  in Fig. 5 the two central screw axes 

have 180 ~ angle in between while the two screw axes at both  ends have 0 ~ angle in between. 

This type of  surface is known as conoid [2]. It is clear that  many other surfaces corresponding 

to different functions, z = f (y) ,  are also possible. 

7 Conclusions 

The character izat ion of  the screw which realizes the displacement of  a point  on a rigid body 

moving arbi t rar i ly  from one posi t ion to another  in space is described. Since there are oc 3 such 

possible screws, using the concept  of  screw matr ix  it is shown that  the set of  these eo 3 screws 

form a 4-system if  and only if the pitch for the screw is defined properly.  In fact, the establish 
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Fig. 7. A plot showing the projec- 
tion of the ruled surface in Fig. 5 
on OXIZ plane 

expression of  the pi tch includes the pitch defined by Parkin plus an arbi t rary  constant  which 

may  be taken as zero. Moreover ,  several new geometrical  propert ies  of  the set of  oo a screws 

are obtained,  examples are also given to il lustrate some of  these properties.  Finally,  the results 

in this paper ,  in addi t ion to their theoretical  importance,  have appl icat ion when only the dis- 

placement  of  a point  in the rigid body is specified. 
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